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Abstract
Probabilistic frames are a generalization of finite frames into the Wasserstein space of proba-
bility measures with finite second moment. We introduce new probabilistic definitions of duality,
analysis, and synthesis and investigate their properties. In particular, we formulate a theory of
transport duals for probabilistic frames and prove certain properties of this class. We also inves-
tigate paths of probabilistic frames, identifying conditions under which geodesic paths between
two such measures are themselves probabilistic frames. In the discrete case this is related to
ranks of convex combinations of matrices, while in the continuous case this is related to the
continuity of the optimal transport plan.
1 Introduction
1.1 Probabilistic frames in the Wasserstein metric
Frames are redundant spanning sets of vectors or functions that can be used to represent signals
in a faithful but nonunique way and that provide an intuitive framework for describing and solving
problems in coding theory and sparse representation. We refer to [5, 4, 19] for more details on
frames and their applications. To set the notations for this paper, we recall that a set of column
vectors Φ “ tϕiuNi“1 Ă Rd is a frame if and only if there exist 0 ă A ď B ă 8 such that
@x P Rd, A‖x‖2 ď
Nÿ
i“1
xx , ϕi y2 ď B‖x‖2.
Throughout this paper we abuse notation by also using Φ to denote rϕ1 . . . ϕN sJ, the analysis
operator of the frame. The (optimal) bounds in the above inequality are the smallest and largest
eigenvalues of the frame operator SΦ “ ΦJΦ.
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Continuous frames are natural generalization of frames and were introduced by Ali, Antoine,
and Gazeau [1] (see also, [11]). Specifically, let X be a metrizable, locally compact space and ν be
positive, inner regular Borel measure for X supported on all of X. Let H be a Hilbert space. Then
a set of vectors
 
ηix, i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu, x P X
( Ă H is a rank-n (continuous) frame if, for each x P X,
the vectors
 
ηix, i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu
(
are linearly independent, and if there exist 0 ă A ď B ă 8 such
that @f P H,
A‖f‖2 ď
nÿ
i“1
ż
X
|xηix , f y|2dνpxq ď B‖f‖2.
In this paper, we are concerned with a different generalization of frames called probabilistic
frames. Developed in a series of papers [8, 10, 9], probabilistic frames are an intuitive way to gener-
alize finite frames to the space of probability measures with finite second moment. The probabilistic
setting is particularly compelling, given recent interest in probabilistic approaches to optimal coding,
such as [15, 20]. In the new setting, the defining characteristics of a frame amount to a restriction
on the mean and covariance matrix of the probability measure. Because of this characterization, a
natural space to explore probabilistic frames is the Wasserstein space of probability measures with
finite second moment, a metric space with distance defined by an optimal transport problem.
Before we give the definitions and the concepts needed to state our results we first observe that
in the simplest example, each finite frame can be associated with a probabilistic frame. Indeed,
let Φ “ tϕiuNi“1 be a frame and let tαiuNi“1 Ă p0, 1q be such that
řN
i“1 αi “ 1. Then the canonical
α-weighted probabilistic frame associated with Φ is the probability measure µΦ,α given by
dµΦ,αpxq “
Nÿ
i“1
αiδϕipxq.
More generally, a probabilistic frame µ for Rd is a probability measure on Rd for which there exist
0 ă A ď B ă 8 such that for all x P Rd,
A‖x‖2 ď
ż
Rd
xx , y y2dµpyq ď B‖x‖2.
Tight (finite, continuous, or probabilistic) frames are those for which the frame bounds are equal.
While the work of this paper is limited to probabilistic frames on Rd, of interest is also the possible
extension of these ideas to probabilistic frames on infinite dimensional spaces, as outlined in [17].
Probabilistic frames form a subclass of the continuous frames defined above. Indeed, defining
the support of a probability measure µ on Rd as the set:
supppµq :“
!
x P Rd s.t. for all open sets Ux containing x, µpUxq ą 0
)
,
it is not difficult to prove that the support of any probabilistic frame is canonically associated
with a rank-one continuous frame. And conversely, certain continuous frames can be rewritten as
probabilistic frames. However, despite this equivalence, there is a strong difference in the tools
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available in the different settings.
We shall investigate probabilistic frames in the setting of the Wassertein metric defined on
P2pRdq, the set of probability measures µ on Rd with finite second moment:
M22 pµq :“
ż
Rd
‖x‖2dµpxq ă 8.
By [10, Theorem 5], µ is a probabilistic frame if and only if it has finite second moment and the
linear span of its support is Rd. This characterization can be restated in terms of the probabilistic
frame operator for µ, Sµ, which for all y P Rd satisfies:
Sµy “
ż
Rd
xx , y yx dµpxq.
Equating Sµ with its matrix representation
ş
Rd
xxJdµpxq, the requirement that the support of
µ span Rd is equivalent to this matrix being positive definite.
The (2-)Wasserstein distance, W2 between two probability measures µ and ν in P2pRdq is:
W 22 pµ, νq :“ inf
γ
$’&
’%
ĳ
RdˆRd
‖x´ y‖2dγpx, yq : γ P Γpµ, νq
,/.
/- ,
where Γpµ, νq is the set of all joint probability measures γ on RdˆRd such that for all A,B Ă BpRdq,
γpAˆRdq “ µpAq and γpRdˆBq “ νpBq. The Monge-Kantorovich optimal transport problem is the
search for the set of joint measures which induce the infimum; any such joint distribution is called
an optimal transport plan. A special subclass of transport plans are those given by deterministic
transport maps (or deterministic couplings), where ν can be written as the pushforward of µ by a
map T, denoted ν “ T#µ. That is, for all ν-integrable functions φ,ż
Rd
φpyqdνpyq “
ż
Rd
φpT pxqqdµpxq.
When µ is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure [2, p. 150], then
W 22 pµ, νq :“ inf
T
"ż
Rd
‖x´ T pxq‖2dµpxq : T#µ “ ν
*
.
Equipped with the 2-Wasserstein distance, P2pRd,W2q is a complete, separable metric space. Con-
vergence in P2pRdq is the usual weak convergence of probability measures, combined with conver-
gence of the second moments.
A few structural statements can be made about probabilistic frames as a subset of P2pRdq. For
brevity, the probabilistic frames for Rd are denoted by PFpRdq, and PFpA,B,Rdq denotes the set
of probabilistic frames in PFpRdq with optimal upper frame bound less than or equal to B and
optimal lower frame bound greater than or equal to A, with 0 ă A,B ă 8. Then PFpA,B,Rdq is
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a nonempty, convex, closed subset of P2pRdq. The nonemptiness and convexity are trivial to show.
With respect to closedness, let tµnu be a sequence in PFpA,B,Rdq converging to µ P P2pRdq.
Let
y0 “ argminyPSd´1
ż
Rd
xx , y y2dµpxq.
Because
xx , y0 y2 ď ‖x‖2‖y0‖2 ď ‖y0‖2p1` ‖x‖2q,
it follows by definition of weak convergence in P2pRdq thatż
Rd
xx , y0 y2dµnpxq Ñ
ż
Rd
xx , y0 y2dµpxq.
Since for all n, the values of
ş
Rd
xx , y0 y2dµnpxq are bounded above and below by B and A, re-
spectively, µ is an element of PFpA,B,Rdq. Taking A “ B, this also shows the closedness of
PF pA,Rdq “ PF pA,A,Rdq, the set of tight probabilistic frames with frame bound A. However, the
set of probabilistic frames itself is not closed, since one can construct a sequence of probabilistic
frames whose lower frame bounds converge to zero: for example, a sequence of zero-mean, Gaussian
measures with covariances 1
n
I, n P N.
1.2 Our contributions
The goal of this paper is to investigate two main topics on probabilistic frames in the setting of the
Wasserstein space. The first topic is the notion of duality. For a finite frame, Φ “ tϕiuNi“1 Ă Rd, a
set Ψ “ tψiuNi“1 Ă Rd is said to be a dual frame to it if for every x P Rd,
x “
Nÿ
i“1
xx , ϕi yψi.
It is known that the redundancy of frames implies among other things the existence of many
dual frames. While much attention has been paid to the so-called canonical dual frame, certain
recent investigations have focused on alternate duals. For example, Sobolev duals were considered
in [3, 14] in relation to Σ ´ ∆ quantization. Another example is the construction of dual frames
for reconstruction of signals in the presence of erasures [16]. In this paper, we introduce two other
type of dualities, one dictated by the optimal transport problem, and the other grounded in the
probabilistic setting we are working in. These two approaches will be developed in Section 2.
The second goal of the paper is to investigate paths of probabilistic frames. Indeed, looking at
the geodesic between any two probabilistic frames, it is natural to ask if the all probability measures
along this path are probabilistic frames. This will be developed in Section 3.
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2 Duality, Analysis, and Synthesis in the Set of Probabilistic Frames
2.1 Transport Duals
Duality, analysis, and synthesis are well-studied objects in finite frame theory. Sobolev duals have
been proposed for use in reducing error in Σ∆ quantization [3], and the authors of [15] have found
optimal dual frames for random erasures. Through the lens of optimal transport, extra nuances can
be found in the probabilistic setting.
Given a frame Φ “ tϕiuNi“1 as above, any possible dual frame to Φ can be written as:
tψiuNi“1 “ tS´1Φ ϕi ` βi ´
Nÿ
k“1
xS´1Φ ϕi , ϕk yβkuNi“1 (1)
where tβiuNi“1 Ă Rd and SΦ is the frame operator for Φ [5, Theorem 5.6.5]. When βi “ 0 for all i, we
have the canonical dual to Φ, which consists of the columns of the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of
its analysis operator. Inspired by the definition of duality above and this enumeration of the set of
all possible duals to finite frames, we introduce a new notion of duality in the probabilistic context
in this section.
Definition 1. Let µ be a probabilistic frame on Rd. We say that a probability measure ν P P2pRdq
is a transport dual to µ if there exists γ P Γpµ, νq such that
ĳ
RdˆRd
xyJdγpx, yq “ I.
We denote the set of transport duals to µ by
Dµ :“
$’&
’%ν P P2pRdq
ˇˇˇ
Dγ P Γpµ, νq with
ĳ
RdˆRd
xyJdγpx, yq “ I
,/.
/- .
We let ΓDµ Ă Γpµ, νq be the set of joint distributions on RdˆRd with first marginal µ (π1#γ “ µ)
for which
ť
RdˆRd xy
Jdγpx, yq “ I. This is the set of couplings (joint distributions) which induce
the duality.
We recall that the canonical dual to a probabilistic frame µ defined in [8, 10, 9], was given by
µ˜ :“ pS´1µ q#µ, yielding the reconstruction formula x “
ş
Rd
xx , y ySµydµ˜pyq. It is easily seen that the
canonical dual µ˜ is an example of transport dual to µ. Indeed, it is clear that γ “ pι ˆ S´1µ q#µ P
Γpµ, µ˜q, where ι signifies the identity, and
ĳ
RdˆRd
xyJdγpx, yq “
ż
Rd
xpS´1µ xqJdµpxq “ SµS´1µ “ I.
Therefore, for a given probabilistic frame µ, µ˜ P Dµ.
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In fact, for a given probabilistic frame µ, there are other transport duals corresponding to similar
deterministic couplings. Generalizing the set of duals for discrete frames outlined in (1) leads to
the following construction:
Theorem 2. Let µ be a probabilistic frame for Rd, and let h : Rd Ñ Rd be any function in
L2pRd, µq :“ tf : Rd Ñ Rd| ş‖fpxq‖22dµpxq ă 8u. Then ψh#µ P Dµ, where ψh : Rd Ñ Rd is defined
by
ψhpxq “ S´1µ x` hpxq ´
ş
Rd
xS´1µ x , y yhpyqdµpyq.
Proof. Consider µ,ψh#µ as above. Define γ :“ pι, ψhq#µ P Γpµ,ψh#µq.
Then
ĳ
RdˆRd
xyJdγpx, yq “
ż
Rd
x
„
S´1µ x` hpxq ´
ż
Rd
xS´1µ x , z yhpzqdµpzq
J
dµpxq
“ I `
ż
Rd
xhpxqJdµpxq ´
ĳ
RdˆRd
xpS´1µ xqJzhpzqJdµpxqdµpzq “ I
The restriction of the set of transport duals Dµ to lie inside P2pRdq is necessary, unlike in the
finite frame case. One might consider the following simple example. Let teiudi“1 Ă Rd denote the
standard orthonormal basis. Let tϕiud`1i“1 be given by ϕi “
?
i2iei, i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , du, and let ϕd`1 “ 0.
Take the weights αi “ 12i , i P N. Define
µ1 “ 2´dδ0 `
dÿ
i“1
αiδϕi .
Let tψiu8i“1 be given by ψi “
b
2i
i
e1`rpi´1q mod ds, i P N. Let µ2 “
8ř
i“1
αiδψi . Then µ1 P P2pRdq,
but
M22 pµ2q “
8ÿ
i“1
1
2i
‖ψi‖
2 “
8ÿ
i“1
1
2i
2i
i
“ 8.
Hence, µ2 R P2pRdq. However, letting γ P P pRd ˆ Rdq be given by
γ “
dÿ
i“1
αiδpϕi,ψiq `
8ÿ
i“d`1
αiδp0,ψiq,
it is clear that γ P Γpµ1, µ2q, and
ĳ
RdˆRd
xyJdγpx, yq “
dÿ
i“1
1
2i
?
i2i
c
2i
i
eie
J
i “ I.
This example shows that the Bessel-like restriction in the definition of transport duals, requiring
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them to lie in P2pRdq, is necessary. Given this restriction, we can assert the following theorem:
Theorem 3. Let µ be a probabilistic frame. Then:
(i) Each ν P Dµ is also a probabilistic frame.
(ii) Dµ is a compact subset of P2pRdq with respect to the weak topology. In particular, Dµ is a
closed subset of PFpRdq with respect to the weak topology on P2pRdq.
Proof. (i) Suppose ν P Dµ Ă P2pRdq. Since Dµ Ă P2pRdq by definition, it is sufficient to show
that supppνq spans Rd.
Let us assume, on the contrary, that there exists z P Rd, z ‰ 0, such that z K w for all
w P spanpsupppνqq. Pick γ P Γpµ, νq such that ť xyJdγpx, yq “ I. Because for all x P supppνq,
zJx “ 0,
‖z‖2 “
ĳ
xz , x yxz , y ydγpx, yq “
ĳ
xz , x yxz , y y1rsupppνqˆRdspx, yqdγpx, yq “ 0
which is a contradiction.
(ii) Consider the lifting of the dual set, ΓDµ :“ tγ P Γpµ, νq s.t.
ť
xyJdγpx, yq “ Iu. It can
be shown by Prokhorov’s Theorem that ΓDµ is precompact [22, Chapter 4]. That is, given
tγnu Ă ΓDµ, there exists a subsequence tγnku converging weakly to a limit γ P P2pRd ˆ Rdq.
With this in mind, if tνnu is a sequence in Dµ, we can choose the corresponding tγnu P ΓDµ,
and let tνnku be the second marginals of a subsequence tγnku. For all ϕ P CpRdˆRdq satisfying
for some C ą 0 |ϕpx, yq| ď Cp1` ‖x‖2 ` ‖y‖2q,
ĳ
ϕpx, yqdγnk px, yq ÝÑ
ĳ
ϕpx, yqdγpx, yq.
In particular, for all such ϕ “ ϕpxq,
ĳ
ϕpxqdγnkpx, yq “
ż
ϕpxqdνnkpxq ÝÑ
ĳ
ϕpxqdγpx, yq “
ż
ϕpxqdpπ2#γqpxq.
Thus νnk converges weakly in P2pRdq to π2#γ “: ν, so that tνnu contains a weakly convergent
subsequence. Therefore Dµ is precompact.
Now let tνnu be any convergent sequence in Dµ which has a limit ν and which forms the
second marginals of tγnu Ă ΓDµ. Take again a convergent subsequence tγnku with limit γ
necessarily in Γpµ, νq. Since |xiyj| ď 12 p‖x‖2 ` ‖y‖2q, it follows thatĳ
xiyjdγnkpx, yq ÝÑ
ĳ
xiyjdγpx, yq.
Then, since for each nk,
ť
xiyjdγnkpx, yq ” δi,j , it follows that
ť
xiyjdγpx, yq “ δi,j, and
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therefore ν P Dµ. This shows that Dµ is also closed, and is therefore compact. The closedness
in PF pRdq then follows naturally.
From the definition of transport duals, it is clear that their construction depends on the creation
of a probability distribution on the product space which has a predetermined second-moments
matrix and first and second marginals. This is, in general, a very difficult problem, which becomes
a bit more tractable for probabilistic frames supported on finite, discrete sets by appealing to tools
from linear algebra.
Suppose we have two frames Φ “ tϕiuNi“1 and Ψ “ tψjuMj“1, and two sets of positive weights,
tαiuNi“1 and tβjuMj“1, summing to unity. Let µΦ,α :“
řN
i“1 αiδϕi , and let µΨ,β :“
řM
j“1 βjδψj . In this
case, any joint distribution γ for µΦ,α and µΨ,β satisfies
dγpx, yq “
Nÿ
i“1
Mÿ
j“1
Ai,jδϕipxqδψj pyq
where A P RNˆM with
Nÿ
i“1
Ai,j “ βj ,
Mÿ
j“1
Ai,j “ αi, Ai,j ě 0 @i, j, and
Nÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“1
Ai,j “ 1.
That is, there is a one-to-one correspondence between ΓpµΦ,α, µΨ,βq and this set of “doubly stochas-
tic” matrices, which we denote by DSpα, βq. Thus, to show that µΦ,α P DµΨ,β , one must construct
a matrix A P DSpα, βq solving ΦJAΨ “ I.
Regarding this question, we have the following result:
Theorem 4. Given frames tϕiuNi“1 and tψjuMj“1 for Rd with analysis operators Φ and Ψ, there exists
A P DSpα, βq with ΦJAΨ “ I if and only if there is no triplet pB,u, vq with B P Rdˆd, u P RM ,
v P RN such that #
ϕJi Bψj ` ui ` vj ě 0
tracepBq ` uJα` vJβ ă 0
Proof. Recall that we must solve the system
ΦJAΨ “ I, Ai,j ě 0
Mÿ
j“1
Ai,j “ αi,
Nÿ
i“1
Ai,j “ βj (2)
Defining, for a matrix B, vecpBq to be the vector formed by stacking the columns of B, we may
rewrite the problem in terms of the Kronecker product. Using the following variables, K “ ΨJbΦJ,
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a “ vecpAq, zN “ r1 . . . 1sJ P RN , zM “ r1 . . . 1sJ P RM , and t “ vecpIq, I P Rdˆd, we have:$’’’’’&
’’’’’%
Ka “ t
pzJN b IpMˆMqqa “ β
pIpNˆNq b zJM qa “ α
ai ě 0 @i P t1, . . . ,MNu
We can combine the equations above, letting
K 1 “
»
—–
K
pzJN b IpMˆMqq
pIpNˆNq b zJM q
fi
ffifl and t1 “
»
—–
t
β
α
fi
ffifl
Then the problem simplifies to solving K 1a “ t1 such that ai ě 0 @i P t1, . . . ,MNu. By Farkas’
Lemma [12, Lemma 1], either this system has a solution or there exists y P Rd2`M`N such that
#
yJK 1 ě 0
yJt1 ă 0
(3)
(4)
Now write any such y as y “
»
—–
b
u
v
fi
ffifl , with b P Rd2 , u P RM , and v P RN , and let b “ vecpBq with
B P Rdˆd. Then Equations (3) and (4) hold if and only if
bJK ` uJpzJN b IpMˆMqq ` vJpIpNˆNq b zJM q ě 0
bJt` uJβ ` vJα ă 0
That is,
vecpΦBΨJq ` vecpzNuJIpMˆMqqJ ` vecpIpNˆNqvzJM qJ ě 0
bJt` uJβ ` vJα ă 0
or, equivalently,
ϕJi Bψj ` ui ` vj ě 0 @i, j
tracepBq ` uJβ ` vJα ă 0
The simplicity of the following corollary is alluring because it connects the weighted averages of
the frame vectors to the existence of the plan yielding the duality, but the condition is difficult to
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show because of its scope.
Corollary 5. If there does not exist B P Rdˆd such that
αJΦBΨJβ ´ tracepBq ą 0
then by Farkas’ Lemma the system of (2) (and its equivalents) is not solvable and the desired matrix
A P DSpα, βq exists.
A true converse has proven elusive. However, we can identify a few related conditions under which
no transport duals whatsoever can be constructed. In particular, in the case that the frames are
uniformly weighted, we have the following zero-centroid condition.
Theorem 6. Again, take zN :“ r1 . . . 1sJ P RN . Suppose that Ψ “ tψiuNi“1 Ă Rd is a frame such
that
řN
i“1 ψi “ 0, then µΨ, 1
N
zN
has no equal-weight transport dual supported on a set of of cardinality
d.
Proof. Given Ψ as above, let tvjudj“1 Ă RN denote the columns of the analysis operator Ψ, and
let tuiudi“1 Ă RN denote the rows of some A P DSp1dzd, 1N zN q. Ψ will have a transport dual of
cardinality d if and only if for some A, AΨ “ rrxui , vj yss is invertible. (Here, Q “ rrqi,jss denotes
the entrywise definition of Q.) Each ui “ s` λi, where s “ r 1Nd ¨ ¨ ¨ 1Nd s P Rd, and
Nÿ
k“1
λik “ 0 for each i P t1, ..., du
dÿ
i“1
λik “ 0 for each k P t1, ..., Nu
so that tλiudi“1 has zero centroid as well and is therefore linearly dependent. Let Λ “ rλ1 . . . λdsJ.
Then
detpAΦq “
dź
i“1
xui , vi y “
dź
i“1
xs` λi , vi y “
dź
i“1
xλi , vi y “ detpΛΨq “ 0
because vi K s for all i P t1, . . . , du and since rankpΛq ď d´ 1.
As a consequence, Theorem 6 implies that no equiangular tight frame in R2 has a transport
dual of cardinality 2.
Remark 7. One interesting aspect of the transport duals in the context of finite discrete probabilistic
frames, i.e., finite frames, is the existence of pairs of dual frames with different cardinalities. For
example, one can consider the probabilistic frame given by dµ “ 1
2
δϕ1 ` 16δϕ2 ` 13δϕ3 with ϕ1 “
r1 0sJ, ϕ2 “ r
?
3
2
1
2
sJ, and ϕ3 “ r0 1sJ. Then the probabilistic frame ν given by dν “ 12δψ1`12δψ2
with ψ1 “ r 184´?3
6¨p2`?3
4´?3 sJ and ψ2 “ r
´12
4´?3
24
4´?3 sJ is a transport dual for µ with support of
different cardinality. The role of transport duals in problems such as reconstruction in the presence
of erasure will be the object of future investigations.
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2.2 Analysis and Synthesis in the Probabilistic Context
In [8, 10, 9], the analysis and synthesis operators for probabilistic frames were defined analogously
to those of continuous frames. Given a probabilistic frame µ, the analysis operator was defined [10,
2.2] as
Aµ : R
d Ñ L2pRd, µq given by x ÞÑ xx , ¨ y.
Its synthesis operator was
A˚µ : L
2pRd, µq Ñ Rd given by f ÞÑ
ż
Rd
xfpxqdµpxq.
The foregoing construction of transport duals, on the other hand, begs a more probability-theoretic
definition of analysis and synthesis. As defined above, the analysis operator Aµ is independent of
the measure µ. Indeed, it is not clear from this definition how one could do “analysis” with one
probabilistic frame followed by “synthesis” with another. However, finite frame theory itself gives
us a clue about how to think about analysis and synthesis in the probabilistic context.
Example 1. Consider two frames for Rd, tϕiuNi“1 and tψiuNi“1. Let teiuNi“1 Ă RN be an orthonormal
basis for RN . Then the analysis operator for Φ, AΦ : R
d Ñ RN is given by
AΦpxq “ Φx “
Nÿ
i“1
xx , ϕi yei for x P Rd.
The synthesis operator for Ψ, A˚Ψ : R
N Ñ Rd, is given by
A˚Ψpyq “ ΨJy “
Nÿ
i“1
xy , ei yψi for y P RN .
Then we can compose the operators simply by writing A˚ΨAΦpxq “
Nř
i“1
xx , ϕi yψi. If, however, we
choose some σ and π in ΠN , the set of permutations on N-element sets, and instead choose to do
analysis and synthesis with the two frames as
A˚ΨAΦpxq “
Nÿ
i“1
xx , ϕσpiq yψπpiq,
then it will be as if we had chosen two different finite frames to work with. This is because the
ordering of the frame vectors is implicitly tied to the ordering of the reference basis teiuNi“1.
Order matters! From the example, it is clear that even given the fixed reference basis, we
cannot truly speak of a single analysis operator for the set tϕiuNi“1, without imposing an order on
it relating it to the fixed reference basis. Similarly, for a probabilistic frame µ, there must be a
reference measure η playing the role of the reference basis, and this will still lead to a family of
analysis operators, each corresponding to a joint distribution γ P Γpµ, ηq. The orthogonality of the
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reference basis in the above example turns out not to be necessary; its function is to match up
frame coefficients with the appropriate vectors. What is key is that transport plans exist between
the probabilistic frame and the reference measure and that the support of the reference measure is
sufficient to “glue” together arbitrary probabilistic frames through analysis and synthesis.
To make this idea of coefficient-matching rigorous, some technicalities about conditional prob-
abilities are necessary. Conditional probabilities can be defined via the Rokhlin Disintegration
Theorem [2, Theorem 5.3.1]. If µ P P pRM ˆ RN q and ν “ µ1 “ π1#µ, then one can find a Borel
family of probability measures tµxuxPRM Ă P pRN q which is µ1-a.e. uniquely determined such that
µ “ ş
RM
µxdµ
1pxq. In the language of conditional probability, for any f P CbpRM ˆRN q, it is then
meaningful to write ĳ
RMˆRN
fpx, yqdµpx, yq “
ż
RN
ż
RM
fpx, yqdµpy|xqdµ1pxq,
with the understanding that µp¨|xq is defined µ1-a.e. Gluings can then be constructed, which allow
us to use conditional probabilities with respect to a common reference measure to construct a joint
distribution between previously unrelated measures.
Lemma 8. Gluing Lemma [2, Lemma 5.3.2] Let γ12 P P pRK ˆ RMq, γ13 P P pRK ˆ RN q such
that π1#γ12 “ π1#γ13 “ µ1. Then there exists µ P P pRK ˆ RM ˆ RN q such that π1,2# µ “ γ12
and π1,3# µ “ γ13. Moreover, if γ12 “
ş
RK
γ12x1dµ
1, γ13 “ ş
RK
γ13x1dµ
1, and µ “ ş
RK
µx1
dµ1 are
the disintegrations of γ12, γ13, and µ with respect to µ1, then the first statement is equivalent to
µx1
P Γpγ12x1 , γ13x1q Ă P pRM ˆ RN q for µ1-a.e. x1 P RK .
Now let us consider a probabilistic frame µ and another probability measure η and take γ P
Γpµ, ηq. From Lemma 8, there is a set of conditional probability measures tγp¨|wquwPRd that are
uniquely defined η-a.e. To proceed with the construction of analysis and synthesis in the probabilistic
context, we will first establish a useful fact. Recall that
L2pRN ˆ RM ,RK , γq :“ tf : RN ˆ RM Ñ RK |
ĳ
‖fpx, yq‖22dγpx, yq ă 8u.
Then, by condition Jensen’s inequality, if f f P L2pRdˆRd,Rd, γq, it follows that gpwq :“ ş
Rd
fpy,wqdγpy|wq
is in L2pRd,Rd, ηq.
Finally, since hpz, wq :“ ‖z‖2 P L2pRd ˆ Rd,R, γq for any γ P Γpµ, ηq provided that µ P P2pRdq, it
follows that the vector-valued function
ş
zdγpz|wq lies in L2pRd,Rd, ηq.
To define analysis and synthesis operators which are more closely tied to their probabilistic
frames, a reference measure must be chosen; take an absolutely continuous η P P2pRdq whose
support is Rd. Given µ P PFpRdq, we define families of analysis and synthesis operators for µ with
respect to η.
Definition 9. tAγµuγPΓpµ,ηq is the family of analysis operators, and for each γ P Γpµ, ηq we have:
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µ : Rd Ñ L2pRd,Rd, ηq, is given by
Aγµpxqpwq “
ż
Rd
xx , y ydγpy|wq.
Similarly, the family of synthesis operators, tZγµuγPΓpµ,ηq is defined for each γ P Γpµ, ηq by Zγµ :
L2pRd,R, ηq Ñ Rd, given by
Zγµpfq “
ĳ
RdˆRd
zfpwqdγpz|wqdηpwq
The class of reference measure η was chosen such that, for any probabilistic frame µ, the probabilistic
analysis and synthesis operators can be constructed using deterministic couplings between η and µ.
There are several interesting ways to pair disparate types of probabilistic frames with one an-
other. A useful technique is the transport of an absolutely continuous measure to a discrete measure
using power (Voronoi) cells. Following [18], we define maps which can be used for these pairings.
It is an interesting fact due to Brenier that the Voronoi mapping we will describe, TwP , is in fact an
optimal map between the two measures it couples, µ and TwP |#µ, when µ is absolutely continuous
with respect to Lebesgue measure [18, Theorem 1].
Definition 10. Given a probability measure µ on Rd, a finite set P of points in Rd and w : P Ñ R`
a weight vector, the power diagram or weighted Voronoi diagram of pP,wq is a decomposition of Rd
into cells corresponding to each member of P . Given p P P , a point x P Rd belongs to VorwP ppq if
and only if for every q P P ,
‖x´ p‖2 ´ wppq ď ‖x´ q‖2 ´ wpqq.
Let TwP be the map that assigns to each x in a power cell Vor
w
P ppq to p, the “center” of that
power cell. We call TwP the weighted Voronoi mapping.
TwP |#µ “
ÿ
pPP
µpVorwP ppqqδp.
Let η be an absolutely continuous measure in P2pRdq, and let ν “
ř
pPP λpδp be a discrete
measure in P2pRdq supported on a finite set of points P with weights tλpu summing to unity. Then
we say that a vector weight w : P Ñ R` is adapted to pη, νq if for all p P P , λp “ ηpVorwP ppqq “ş
VorwP ppq dηpxq.
Example 2. Now given discrete frames Φ “ tϕiuMi“1 and Ψ “ tψjuNj“1 for Rd, and η a reference
measure in Definition 9, choose γ1 “ pι, Tw1Φ q#η and γ2 “ pι, Tw2Ψ q#η, where the weights w1 and w2
are adapted to pµΦ, ηq and pµΨ, ηq, respectively. Then
Zγ2µΨpAγ1µΦpxqq “
ż
xx , Tw1Φ pyq yTw2Ψ pyqdηpyq.
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Example 3. Recovering the old definitions of analysis and synthesis
In the special case M “ N , we could choose P “ tpiuNi“1 Ă Rd and w0 adapted to pµP , ηq.
Then let fΨ : P Ñ Ψ be given by fΨppiq “ ψi, and let fΦ : P Ñ Φ be similarly defined. Then if
γ1 “ pι, fΦ ˝ Tw0P q#η and γ2 “ pι, fΨ ˝ Tw0P q#η, it follows that
Zγ2µΨpAγ1µΦpxqq “
ż
xx , fΦ ˝ Tw0P pyq yfΨ ˝ Tw0P pyqdηpyq “
Nÿ
i“1
xx , ϕi yψi.
Hence, we have recovered the analysis and synthesis operation of finite frames.
Example 4. Discrete dual to absolutely continuous probabilistic frame
Finally, choose a frame contained in the support of η, say tψiuNi“1. Let TwΨ be the transport
map between η and µΨ, as constructed above. Choose tϕiuNi“1 to be any dual to tψiuNi“1, and let
f : Ψ Ñ Φ be given by fpψiq “ ϕi. Then γ “ pι, f ˝ TwΨ q#η P P2pRd ˆ Rdq is a joint transport plan
in Γpη, µΨq such that
ť
xyJdγpx, yq “ ş xTwΨ pxqdηpxq “ I, so that η and µΨ are dual to one another
in PFpRdq.
3 Paths of Frames: Geodesics for the Wasserstein Space
A number of important questions in finite frame theory involve determining distances between
frames and constructing new frames. In this section we consider geodesics in P2pRdq and investi-
gate conditions under which probability measures on these paths are probabilistic frames. As we
shall prove, in the case of discrete probabilistic frames, this question is equivalent to one of ranks
of convex combinations of matrices. Furthermore, for probabilistic frames with density, a sufficient
condition for geodesic measures to be probabilistic frames is the continuity of the optimal deter-
ministic coupling. This question has ramifications for constructions of paths of frames in general,
for frame optimization problems, and for our understanding of the geometry of PF pRdq.
3.1 Wasserstein Geodesics
In constructing paths of probabilistic frames, minimal paths between frames in P2pRdq are a natural
place to start since PFpRdq is not closed. We follow the construction of geodesics in the Wasserstein
space given in [13]. To this end, given t P r0, 1s define Πt : Rd ˆ Rd Ñ Rd as Πtpx, yq “ px, p1 ´
tqx ` tyq. For µ0, µ1 P P2pRdq, take γ0 P Γpµ0, µ1q to be an optimal transport plan for µ0 and µ1
with respect to the 2-Wasserstein distance. Then let the interpolating joint probability measure be
γt on Rd ˆ Rd, given by:
ĳ
RdˆRd
F px, yqdγtpx, yq “
ĳ
RdˆRd
F pΠtpx, yqqdγ0px, yq
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for all F P CbpRd ˆ Rdq. In particular, for F P CbpRdq,ĳ
RdˆRd
F pxqdγtpx, yq “
ĳ
RdˆRd
F pxqdγ0px, yq “
ż
Rd
F pxqdµ0pxq.
Given t P r0, 1s let µt be the probability measure such that for all G P CbpRdq:ż
Rd
Gpyqdµtpyq “
ĳ
RdˆRd
Gpyqdγtpx, yq “
ĳ
RdˆRd
Gpp1 ´ tqx` tyqdγ0px, yq, (8)
we call µt a geodesic measure with respect to µ0 and µ1. Indeed, the mapping t Ñ µt is truly a
geodesic of the 2-Wasserstein distance in the sense that
W2pµ0, µtq `W2pµt, µ1q “W2pµ0, µ1q.
Recall that a probability measure µ on Rd is a probabilistic frame if it is an element of P2pRdq
and if Sµ is positive definite. It is easy to show that µt, as constructed by the method above, always
meets the first requirement.
Lemma 11. For any measure µt, t P r0, 1s, on the geodesic between two probabilistic frames µ0 and
µ1, M
2
2 pµtq ă 8.
Showing that Sµt is positive definite, or, equivalently, that the support of µt spans R
d depends
on the characteristics of the support of the measures at the endpoints. For this reason, it is natural
to divide the analysis into two parts: the discrete case and the absolutely continuous case. In both,
a monotonicity property that characterizes optimal transport plans will play a key role.
3.2 Probabilistic Frames with Discrete Support
For the canonical discrete probabilistic frames with uniform weights, we have:
Lemma 12. [2, Theorem 6.0.1] Given µ0 “ µΦ and µ1 “ µΨ, discrete probabilistic frames with
supports of equal cardinality N, uniformly weighted, the Monge-Kantorovich problem simplifies, and
denoting by Γp 1
N
q the set of matrices with row and column sums identically 1
N
:
W 22 pµ0, µ1q “ min
APΓp 1
N
q
Nÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“1
ai,j‖ϕi ´ ψj‖2
and, by the Birkhoff-von Neumann Theorem, the optimal transport matrix A is a permutation matrix
corresponding to some σ P ΠN , i.e.:
W 22 pµ0, µ1q “ min
σPΠN
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
‖ϕi ´ ψσpiq‖2
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In this case, for some optimal σ P ΠN ,
Sµt :“
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
rp1´ tqϕi ` tψσpiqsrp1´ tqϕi ` tψσpiqsJ. (9)
The optimality of σ implies that σ maximizes
Nř
i“1
xϕi , ψσpiq y among all elements of ΠN , and this
crucial fact motivates the definition of a monotonicity condition.
Definition 13. A set S Ă Rd ˆ Rd is said to be cyclically monotone if, given any finite subset
tpx1, y1q, ..., pxN , yN qu Ă S, for every σ P SN holds the inequality:
Nÿ
i“1
xxi , yi y ě
Nÿ
i“1
xxi , yσpiq y.
With this definition in hand, the main result of this section can be stated:
Theorem 14. Let tϕiuNi“1 and tψiuNi“1 be frames for Rd. If Ψ:Φ has no negative eigenvalues
and tpϕi, ψiquNi“1 is cyclically monotone, then every measure on the geodesic between the canonical
probabilistic frames µΦ and µΨ is a probabilistic frame.
The proof of this theorem will follow from Lemma 11 and Proposition 16, proven below. To
prove Proposition 16, the following lemma from matrix theory is necessary:
Lemma 15. [21, Theorem 2] Let A and B be m ˆ n complex matrices, m ě n. Let rankpAq “
rankpBq “ n. If B:A has no nonnegative eigenvalues, then every matrix in
hpA,Bq :“ tp1 ´ tqA` tB, t P r0, 1su
has rank n. Similarly, if A and B are nˆ n complex matrices with rank n, we can define in
rpA,Bq :“ tpI ´ T qA` TBu,
where T is a real diagonal matrix with diagonal entries in r0, 1s. Then, if B´1A is such that all its
principal minors are positive, then every matrix in rpA,Bq will have rank n.
Combining the cyclical monotonicity condition with Lemma 15, we can state the following result
which gives sufficient conditions for a geodesic between discrete probability measures in P2pRdq to
be a path of frames. We note that little can be claimed about the spectra of the frame operators
along the path (i.e., the frame bounds of the probabilistic frames along the geodesic) in general,
other than their boundedness away from zero.
Proposition 16. Let tϕiuNi“1 and tψiuNi“1 be frames for Rd with analysis operators Φ and Ψ.
Denoting by Psi: the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of Ψ, if Ψ:Φ has no negative eigenvalues, and
if tpϕi, ψiquNi“1 is a cyclically monotone set, then every measure µt on the geodesic between µΦ and
µΨ has support which spans R
d.
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Proof. Each measure on the geodesic µt will be supported on a new set of vectors, namely
tp1´ tqϕi ` tψσpiquNi“1, and will be a probabilistic frame provided this set of vectors spans Rd.
Equivalently, µt will be a probabilistic frame if the probabilistic frame operator Sµt is positive
definite. Let Pσ be the N ˆ N permutation matrix corresponding to σ P ΠN , where now σ is the
optimal permutation for the Wasserstein distance. Let Ψσ “ PσΨ. A quick calculation shows:
Sµt “
1
N
`p1´ tqΦJ ` tΨJσ ˘ pp1´ tqΦ` tΨσq .
Ψ and Ψσ have rank d, and to show that Sµt is positive definite, it remains to prove that every
matrix in the set hpΦ,Ψσq :“ tp1´ tqΦ` tΨσutPr0,1s has rank d. By Lemma 15, a sufficient condition
for this to be true is that Ψ:σΦ be positive semi-definite. Finally, we note that if tpϕi, ψiquNi“1 is a
cyclically monotone set, then Pσ “ I, the identity, is an optimal permutation, and then Ψ:σΦ “ Ψ:Φ
is positive definite by assumption.
Proof. Proof of Theorem 14
With Lemma 11 showing that measures on the geodesic have finite second moment and Propo-
sition 16 showing that the support of these measures spans Rd, Theorem 14 is now proved.
Certain dual frame pairs immediately satisfy the conditions laid out in Theorem 14.
Proposition 17. If tϕiuNi“1 is the canonical dual frame to tψiuNi“1, then tpϕi, ψiquNi“1 is cyclically
monotone.
Proof. Let S “ ΨJΨ. Then suppose that ΦJ “ S´1ΨJ. For any permutation σ P ΠN , let Pσ
denote the matrix such that for
@x “ rx1 . . . xN sJ P RN , Pσx “ rxσp1q . . . xσpNqsJ.
Then,
Nÿ
i“1
xϕi , ψi ´ ψσpiq y “
Nÿ
i“1
xS´1ψi , ψi ´ ψσpiq y
“
Nÿ
i“1
pψi ´ ψσpiqqJS´1ψi
“ TrppΨ ´ PσΨqS´1ΨJq
“ TrppIN ´ PσqΨS´1ΨJq
ě 0
Here we use the fact that ΨS´1ΨJ “ IdN , the N ˆ N diagonal matrix with d leading ones on the
diagonal and zeros else, because S´1ΨJ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of Ψ. Therefore, the
identity is an optimal permutation, i.e., the set tpϕi, ψiquNi“1 is cyclically monotone.
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Proposition 18. Let tβiuNi“1 Ă Rd be such that tpβi, ψiquNi“d`1 is cyclically monotone. Then use
tβiuNi“1 to define tϕiuNi“1, one of the dual frames to tψiuNi“1 as given in (1). Then tpϕi, ψiquNi“1 is
cyclically monotone.
Proof. Take tϕiuNi“1 to be a dual of the form given in Equation (1). Let W be the matrix whose
rows are the tβiuNi“1. Then, noting that ΦJ “ pS´1ΨJ `WJpIN ´ΨS´1ΨJqq,
Nÿ
i“1
xψi ´ ψσpiq , ϕi y “ TrppIN ´ PσqΨΦJq
“ TrppIN ´ PσqΨpS´1ΨJ `WJpIN ´ΨS´1ΨJqqq
“ TrppIN ´ PσqIdN ` pIN ´ PσqΨWJpIN ´ IdN qq
“ TrppIN ´ PσqIdN q `
Nÿ
i“d`1
xψi ´ ψσpiq , βi y
ě 0
Therefore, under these conditions, tpϕi, ψiquNi“1 is cyclically monotone.
Proposition 19. If tϕiuNi“1 is the canonical dual frame to tψiuNi“1, or if tϕiuNi“1 is a dual frame
to tψiuNi“1 of the form given in (1), with the thiuNi“1 ordered so that tphi, ψiquNi“d`1 is cyclically
monotone, then Ψ:σΦ is positive definite, where σ is the optimal permutation for the Wasserstein
distance. Consequently, any path on the geodesic joining tψiuNi“1 and tϕiuNi“1 is a probabilistic frame.
Proof. By definition,
Ψ:σ “ pPσΨq: “ pΨJPJσ PσΨq´1ΨJPJσ “ pΨJΨq´1ΨJPJσ
This is a permutation of the matrix whose columns are canonically dual to the rows of Ψσ. If tϕiuNi“1
is any dual of tψiuNi“1, then ΨJΦ “ Id. Therefore, if σ is the identity, then Ψ:σΦ “ pΨJΨq´1ΨJΦ “
pΨJΨq´1, which is positive definite. It remains to show that the optimal permutation is the iden-
tity. But this is clear: Proposition 17 shows that if tϕiuNi“1 is the canonical dual to tψiuNi“1, then
tpϕi, ψiquNi“1 is cyclically monotone, and Proposition 18 shows that if tϕiuNi“1 is any dual to tψiuNi“1
which meets the above condition, then tpϕi, ψiquNi“1 is cyclically monotone.
There are other frame and dual-frame pairs which can easily be shown to meet the above
conditions. Consider the finite sequences tϕiuNi“1 Ă Rd and tψiuNi“1 Ă Rd with respective analysis
operators Φ and Ψ. Then the finite sequences are disjoint if ΦpRdqŞΨpRdq “ t0u.
Proposition 20. If tϕiuNi“1 and tψiuNi“1 are disjoint frames for Rd, associated canonically with
the probabilistic frames µΦ and µΨ, then every measure on the geodesic between µΦ and µΨ is a
probabilistic frame.
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Proof. Given v P Rd, consider:
Nÿ
i“1
xv , p1 ´ tqϕi ` tψi y2 “
Nÿ
i“1
xv , p1 ´ tqΦJei ` tΨJei y2
“
Nÿ
i“1
xp1´ tqΦv ` tΨv , ei y2
“ ‖p1´ tqΦv ` tΨv‖2
RN
ě Crp1´ tq2‖Φv‖2 ` t2‖Ψv‖2s
for some C ą 0, since the frames are disjoint. Since the two sequences in question are finite frames,
choosing the minimum of the two lower frame bounds, say A0, the last quantity can be bounded
below by p1´ 2t` 2t2qC ¨ A0‖v‖2, yielding the result.
Finally, in the following result control of the distance between the elements of a one frame and those
of the canonical dual of the other by a coherence-like quantity guarantees the frame properties for
the frames on the geodesic.
Proposition 21. Let tψiuNi“1 be a dual frame to a frame tϕiuNi“1 Ă Sd´1. Let SΦ denote the frame
operator. For each i, let zi “ ψi´S´1Φ ϕi, and let a :“ mini‰jxϕi , S´1Φ pϕi´ϕjq y. If maxj‖zj‖ ď aN ,
then the optimal σ for the mass transport problem is the identity.
Proof. First, we note that a ě 0. If a “ 0, then our hypothesis guarantees that ‖zi‖ “ ‖ψi´S´1Φ ϕi‖ “
0 for all i, so that Ψ is the canonical dual to Φ, and in this case our result holds by Proposition 17.
Therefore, it only remains to consider the case when a ą 0.
For all u, v P Rd,
Nř
i“1
xu , zi yxv , ϕi y “ 0. Then given σ P SN , let nσ be the number of elements
not fixed by σ. Then if σ is the identity, nσ “ 0 and
Nÿ
i“1
xϕi , S´1Φ xσpiq ` zσpiq y “ TrpΨJPσΦq “ d
If σ is not the identity, then
Nÿ
i“1
xϕi , S´1Φ ϕσpiq ` zσpiq y “
ÿ
i‰σpiq
xϕi , S´1Φ pϕσpiq ´ ϕiq ` zσpiq ´ zi y ` d
ď d´ anσ `
ÿ
i‰σpiq
xϕi , zσpiq ´ zi y
ď d´ p1´ 2
N
qanσ
Since, given the hypothesis, for all i, j, xϕi , zj y ď ‖ϕi‖‖zj‖ “ ‖zj‖ ď aN . Thus TrpΨJPσΦq ď
d´ p1´ 2
N
qanσ ď d “ TrpΨJΦq for all σ, and it follows that the identity is the optimal transport
map for the Wasserstein metric.
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3.3 Absolutely Continuous Probabilistic Frames
The question of the nature of the optimal transport plan for the 2-Wasserstein distance is simpler
for absolutely continuous measures. From [2, Theorem 6.2.10 and Proposition 6.2.13], which gather
together a long list of characteristics, two key facts about this plan can be extracted, which are
collected in the following lemma.
Lemma 22. [2, Chapter 6.2.3] If µ0 and µ1 are absolutely continuous probability measures in
P2pRdq, then there exists a unique optimal transport plan for the 2-Wasserstein distance which is
induced by a transport map r. This transport map is defined (and injective) µ0-a.e. Indeed, there
exists a µ0-negligible set N Ă Rd such that xrpx1q ´ rpx2q , x1 ´ x2 y ą 0 for all x1, x2 P RdzN .
Then we have the following result for absolutely continuous probabilistic frames:
Proposition 23. If µ0 and µ1 are absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure) prob-
abilistic frames for which there exists a linear, positive semi-definite deterministic coupling which
minimizes the Wasserstein distance, then all measures on the geodesic between these frames have
support which spans Rd and will therefore be probabilistic frames.
Proof. Given the assumptions, let rpxq denote the linear transformation which induces the coupling
µ1 “ r#µ0. Defining htpxq “ p1´ tqx` trpxq µ0-a.e., the geodesic measure is given by
µt :“ ht#µ0. (10)
Then Sµt “
ş
Rd
htpxqhtpxqJdµ0pxq. If rpxq “ Ax for some A P Adˆd, then:
Sµt “
ż
Rd
pp1´ tqIx` tAxqpp1 ´ tqIx` tAxqJdµ0pxq
“ pp1´ tqI ` tAqSµ0pp1´ tqI ` tAqJ
Since A must be nonsingular–recall that Sµ1 “ ASµ0AJ, which is certainly of rank d–by Lemma
15, p1´ tqI ` tA will also nonsingular for all t P r0, 1s provided that A has no negative eigenvalues,
as we assumed.
Example 5. An example in which the assumptions of the above proposition hold is the case of non-
degenerate Gaussian measures on Rd. Let µ0 and µ1 be zero-mean Gaussians. Let rpxq “ S
1
2
µ1S
´ 1
2
µ0 x.
According to a result in [7], if X and Y are two zero-mean random vectors with covariances ΣX
and ΣY , respectively, then a lower bound for Ep‖X ´ Y ‖2q is TrrΣX ` ΣY ´ 2pΣXΣY q 12 s, and the
bound is attained, for nonsingular ΣX , when Y “ Σ´
1
2
X Σ
1
2
YX, so that the coupling r is an optimal
positive definite linear deterministic coupling of µ0 and µ1.
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Now, given absolutely continuous probabilistic frames µ, ν for Rd, take rpxq to be the optimal
transport map pushing µ to ν guaranteed by Lemma 22. Define
htpxq “ p1´ tqx` trpxq for t P r0, 1s;
then Sµt “
ş
htpxq b htpxqdµpxq, with µt “ phtq#µ. Then we can state the following:
Proposition 24. Given two such probabilistic frames, there exists a set N with µpNq “ 0 such that
ht is injective for all t P r0, 1s on supppµqzN .
Proof. Given x, y P supppµqzN , with N as defined in Lemma 22, suppose htpxq “ htpyq for some
t P r0, 1s. Then, since:
0 “ xhtpxq ´ htpyq , x´ y y
“ xp1´ tqpx´ yq ` tprpxq ´ rpyqq , x´ y y
“ p1´ tq‖x´ y‖2 ` txrpxq ´ rpyq , x´ y y
it follows that
xrpxq ´ rpyq , x´ y y “ t´ 1
t
‖x´ y‖2.
This implies that xrpxq´ rpyq , x´y y ď 0. However, from the proposition above, we also know that
xrpxq ´ rpyq , x´ y y ě 0. Therefore ‖x´ y‖ “ 0, and ht is injective on supppµqzN .
This injectivity claim is crucial for the main result of this section:
Theorem 25. Let µ, ν P P r2 pRdq, and let r be the unique optimal transport map for the 2 ´
Wasserstein distance. Let N be the set of measure zero define in Proposition 24. If r is continuous,
and if supppµqzN contains an open set, then every geodesic measure µt is a probabilistic frame.
Proof. Since r is continuous and, by Proposition 24, injective outside a set N of measure zero, so
is ht for each t. Let x0 P supppµqzN . First, we show that for any ǫ ą 0, h´1t pBǫphtpx0qqq contains
an open set containing x0.
Since ht is continuous at any such x0, given ǫ ą 0, there exists δ ą 0 such that @x P Bδpx0q,
‖htpxq´htpx0q‖ ă ǫ. Hence for any x P Bδpx0q, x P h´1t pBǫphtpx0qqq–i.e., Bδpx0q Ă h´1t pBǫphtpx0qqq.
Then @x0 P supppµqzN , consider B 1
k
phtpx0qq:
µtpB 1
k
phtpx0qqq “
ż
1
„
B 1
k
phtpx0qq
phtpyqqdµpyq
“
ż
1
„
h´1t pB 1
k
phtpx0qqq
pyqdµpyq
“ µph´1t pB 1
k
phtpx0qqqq
ą 0
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where the last inequality holds since x0 P supppµq and, as shown above, h´1t pB 1
k
phtpx0qqqq contains
an open set containing x0. Thus, we have shown that for any k P N, the open ball of radius 1k
around htpx0q has positive µt-measure, and therefore htpx0q lies in supppµtq. Thus htpsupppµqzNq Ă
supppµtq.
Therefore, since ht is injective by Proposition 24 above and continuous on supppµqzN and by
assumption, there exists open set U Ă supppµqzN , by invariance of domain, htpUq Ă supppµtq is
open, we conclude that ht#µ has support which spans Rd.
The question of when r is continuous is the subject of ongoing research. One example is when µ
and ν are supported on a bounded convex subset of Rd [6].
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